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Leadership 
 

A year has passed since I undertook this challenging and evolving journey which is 

continually progressing and changing my life’s career path in the education field. Reflecting on 

the busy, intense, exciting, and fun year as part of a collegiate team-Cohort Five, I believe my 

leadership style is continuously growing, advancing, contributing to the profession of educating 

and creating new opportunities within my school. As a transformational leader, I have created a 

vision for the district’s curriculum in the field of technology education. I was chosen to lead the 

technology curriculum writing team for grades K-6. I see myself, as a facilitator and visionary 

creating and opening up discussions, encouraging, collaborating, and inspiring faculty to take on 

a challenge by offering professional development on different emerging technologies. 

The mixing of these leadership factors contributes to my continuous pursuit of future 

educational technology leadership adventures. In direct correlation with leadership, I was able to 

connect with other leaders at the First Lego League (FLL) competition and discussed the criteria 

in obtaining the Lego Master Builder designation, one of my future goals. As educators, we are 

all bound for the common good, educating our students, in doing so, we need to stay true to what 

drives us. This is an essential piece along with positive motivation, which leads to quality 

decisions as a leader (Northouse, 2013, p. 187). Passion, inspiration, character, recognizing 

people as individuals, encouragement are essential traits that can make or break a leader 

(Northouse, 2013, p. 191).  

Practice 
 

Many opportunities have opened up since starting my doctorate journey. My goals for the 

first year in this program have been met. I have presented professional development workshops, 

evaluated LMS (Learning Management Systems) for CODIE, panel judge in FLL and PJAS 
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(Pennsylvania Junior Academy of Science) competitions. I have contributed to committees 

including Technology, Mindfulness and NJCU IRB and Scavenger Hunt. Also, a member of the 

NJCU Alumni Association, Kappa Delta Phi and other associations. I have written, submitted 

and been awarded multiple grants to purchase drones and robots for classroom activities. As for 

classroom management, I encourage all my students to strive for leadership roles and taking on 

challenges in their active learning classroom community. This sets the stage for a classroom that 

is full of energy, life, creativity and critical thinking. I am very proud of my students venturing 

out of their comfort zone and for my administrating allowing this flexibility to happen for the 

good of the children.  

Goals 
 

My second-year journey begins at a unique point in my educational quest focusing on 

stretching my teachings and knowledge beyond the classroom walls. This push into the unknown 

and unfamiliar territories, to participate in events far beyond my comfort zone will validate 

nothing is impossible, I just have to “believe”. My future goals include presenting at local and 

national levels (poster and forums), continuing to judge at various competition, earn LEGO 

Master and other certifications, publish journal articles and co-author a book. After graduating, I 

see myself as a revolutionary visionary in the field of educational technology, in a position of 

adjunct or full-time professor. After retirement from teaching, my focus will be on developing 

my business to include professional development workshops, in addition to the summer camps 

already offered for children. I am a visionary and passionate in every aspect of my life. I am 

transforming into my own identity as a “leader” utilizing and rousing up fresh and innovative 

methods as part of my ongoing quest to further my hopes and dreams that will become a reality 

and join the next generation of leaders. 
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